Thank you for your support!

December 2019 Update
The summer of 2019 was a busy one for the One People One Reef teams. In addition
to our ongoing reef surveys, ﬁsheries data collection and youth projects on Ulithi Atoll,
we began restoration work on Loosiep Island, together with our partners from Island
Conservation and social scientist Supin Wongbusarakum. Later in the summer we had
the opportunity to share our model of community collaboration with the global
conservation community at the ICCB conference in Kuala Lumpur.

Sharing our model of community
collaboration with the global conservation
community
Program leaders John Rulmal and Nicole
Crane had the opportunity this summer to
present this work at the Guam Coral Reef
Symposium (Paciﬁc Environment
Conference) and deliver the closing
plenary at the International Congress for
Conservation Biology (ICCB) in Kuala
Lumpur, where Principal
Investigator Michelle Paddack also
presented on how our data helps
communities make management
decisions. It was a valuable chance to
share this work and these achievements on behalf of the outer island communities with a
global audience.

Hope for nesting seabird and green sea
turtle populations on Ulithi Atoll
We partnered with Island Conservation as part of a program to eradicate invasive rats,
monitor lizards and feral pigs from the island of Loosiep. The goal is to restore seabird and

sea turtle populations on this island, as well as the ability for Ulithians to re-establish
gardening there, which could reduce their dependence on imported food.

Invasive Species Removal
In 2019, Island Conservation worked with the Ulithi
community to rid Loosiep Island of feral pigs and planned for
the removal of invasive rats and monitor lizards which have
decimated the island’s ecosystem. A team of locals trained to work alongside
Island Conservation
staff to complete
eradication trials and
lead the marine turtle
monitoring program for
the season. Baseline
biological monitoring
was completed on three
of the turtle islands
including surveys of
vegetation, reptiles,
land crabs, seabirds
and reefs. This will
allow us to measure the
recovery on Loosiep after the eradication project is complete. Baseline monitoring
revealed that invasive rats are not present on the other four turtle islands, only on
Loosiep. In March 2020, Island Conservation will work with the local team to remove
invasive rats making the Turtle Islands of Ulithi Atoll completely free of invasive
mammals.
Island Conservation
staff are continuing to
ﬁnd the most effective
approach to removing
invasive monitor lizards
which dig up sea turtle
eggs and prevent
seabirds from
successfully nesting.
The successful removal
of invasive monitor
lizards would be a
conservation ﬁrst and
would inform the further
exploration of invasive reptile eradication around the world. Restoration of the turtle
islands will also serve as a stepping stone for the restoration of Ulithi Atoll on a broader
scale—ensuring protection for seabirds, sea turtles, coral reefs, and the livelihoods of
the community for generations to come.

Monitoring the Impact on Reefs and Fish
The One People One Reef science teams are looking at ﬁsh and coral to see if we can detect
a change in them as the island’s bird and turtle populations recover. We are also using
isotopes to see if we can detect a change in the trophic structure of the reefs (how many
trophic ‘levels’ there are and the functional groups in them). For example, if there are not very

many algae-eating ﬁsh, that signal can be picked up by looking at the ratio of nitrogen, carbon
and other isotopes in the carnivorous ﬁsh that would normally eat them. By monitoring the

isotopes through the restoration process, one thing we can better understand is how
the health of the island ecosystem affects the reef ecosystem, which we might see in a
more complex and diverse trophic structure.
We are working with Dr. Branwen Williams of Claremont McKenna, Keck Science
Center and Dr. Kelton McMahon of the University of Rhode Island Graduate School of
Oceanography on some exciting isotope methods to help answer these questions.

Assessing the Impact on Community Wellbeing
Social scientist Supin Wongbusarakum is working with a local survey team led by
Justina Paiy to assess how well the Ulithian households on different islands are
currently sustaining themselves with local marine resources, gardens, and imported
foods, and to better understand their perceptions of resource management. The results
of this survey will provide baselines that help us assess the impact of the restoration
work on community wellbeing in the future.

More Signs of Recovering Reefs

We also surveyed our regular sites throughout the Atoll to continue monitoring ﬁsh
populations and benthic reef communities (corals and algae). We saw some super
exciting things this summer: two big schools of Bolbometopon muricatum (the big
humphead parrotﬁsh) which are large, beautiful, parrotﬁsh that play an important role in
keeping the algae cover down and also creating clear patches on the reef for baby
corals to settle on to. We also saw a very different reef off Mogmog and Sorghlei in the
northern part of the Atoll than previous years. The reefs there had changed – there
were more Acropora corals (a lot more!), and less of the weedy Montipora corals that
has been turning some reefs into single-coral-species reef. There were more schools
of algae-eating ﬁsh, and more ﬁsh in general. These are great signs, and possibly
signs that the management Mogmog has been using is working! We will continue to
monitor those sites and we're hoping to see continued positive change in these reefs!

Storytelling Project
Linking the science and traditions of coral reef stewardship

We are excited to be launching the website for our National Geographic Societyfunded Storytelling Project!
We are publishing - digitally and in print - seven of the foundational myths of Ulithian
culture, in audio and written Ulithian and English, accompanied by a new story - with
science commentary - that weaves together elements found within the seven Ulithian
stories with contemporary lessons about the value of traditional management rules and
coral reef science.
The stories were recorded in sessions with elders from the four inhabited islands of
Ulithi Atoll, during One People One Reef and Bluecology’s 2018 Youth Action Project,
where participants listened to the stories, then helped transcribe and translate them
into English.
The title of the collection: “Titi Mata Mayomayo!” translates from Ulithian as “Wake up
sleepyhead!” and is often said at the end of a nighttime storytelling session when a
listener has drifted off to sleep. It was chosen here as a call to action to the younger
generations to wake up to the challenges facing their community and take action.

Ulithi Youth Project update
Students from Woleai Atoll join the Ulithi program
The Ulithi Youth Program this year was, yet again, a success! One of the main
highlights was having students not only from most of the communities of Ulithi and
from across the US, but thanks to support from PREL, three bright and passionate
students from neighboring Woleai Atoll (350 miles away!) were also able to participate.
This diverse group of students brought so much energy, perspective, and insight to our
discussions of culture, what it means to lose traditional knowledge, how resources are
managed in their home communities, as well as for all the science we did!
In one of our activities, the students from Ulithi and Woleai were asked to ﬁnd three
resources the island provided and then think of at least three ways each is used,
asking elder relatives for help. They shared what they came up with around a bonﬁre
under the bright Milky Way. Nickson from Falalop taught us that the breadfruit
tree provides for the community through it’s long life, the fruit it produces, the leaf litter

that is key for compost in their taro patches, the sap
than can be used for hair gel, and ﬁnally, how old trees
were important for carving canoes. Tia from Asor told
us how the papaya trees are used in medicines for
ailments like toothache and chikungunya, the trunk for
ﬁrewood, the leaves to cover food from ﬂies, the stems
as straws, and of course the fruit for a delicious
addition to a meal. We were introduced to quite a list
of uses for a coconut by Malachi, one of our students
from Woleai. Copra, the meat of the coconut, aside
from being food already, can be made into coconut
milk or oil -“tikka”- which, we learned, also comes with
a seemingly endless list of uses. It is also used as bait
for ﬁshing, while the husk can be burned for ﬁre or
treated and used for ﬁber to make rope. He pointed
out that a coconut also makes a great seat! We learned so much from this simple
activity of reﬂecting on all the ways our landscape provides.
The students also worked hard in the
ﬁeld. They were trained in coral cover
surveys of the reef and successfully
completed 27 transects across a section
of reef in Falalop where the Youth
Project has been monitoring the spread
of the weedy coral, Montipora.
Marine debris surveys were also
conducted under the leadership of our
partners ODMI on all of the islands we
visited. The marine debris data will be
used to inform State and
Federal government as well as funding agencies for the need for aid in
addressing waste management with in these communities.

Support the Youth Project

Join the 2020 Ulithi Youth Project
June 12 – July 1 2020

Students have the opportunity to work with One People One Reef scientists and Ulithi
community leaders on OPOR’s three-week youth program focused on coral reef
science, conservation and community service.
Working as a team with local youth, students obtain hands-on experience using
scientiﬁc methods to collect reef data in the ﬁeld, and explore how modern science and
technology can be combined with traditional techniques. Students also participate in
community activities such as taro farm weeding and planting. Island activities,
snorkeling and local music round out this cultural immersion and exchange
experience.
As a participant in this program, you will gain insight into OPOR’s groundbreaking
conservation approach where communities lead through traditional management
backed by modern science.
Since 2015, One People One Reef has collaborated with Bluecology to offer this
exciting and challenging ﬁeld experience to students. For more information on the
program and how you can submit an application see the Bluecology website

Goals for 2020
We are planning an exciting 2020, with an expansion of our science work, youth work,
outreach efforts and sites where we partner with communities. We plan to investigate
more closely the linkages between the human and ecological systems, and what key
aspects of these systems need strengthening. The communities will lead these efforts
with us, and we hope to develop indicators that will help us collectively address reef
management and conservation (which is linked with social well-being). Our goals
include:
1. Develop indicators to facilitate planning for sustainable reef management throughout
the outer islands
2. Monitor ecological changes as a result of invasive species eradication
3. Strengthen our collaborations in social science and isotope science to address
human impact and resilience questions

4. Develop outreach materials for the outer islands as follow up for the work we have
done and to help with planning
5. Develop new partnerships and spread the management and conservation work
throughout the outer islands of Micronesia. This work is seeing such dramatic
successes ecologically, socially and with youth engagement. We have been asked to
work with additional communities, and will seek support and partnerships to expand.
6. Strengthen our collaborations to expand the youth program
7. Develop workshops to facilitate and promote best practices for collaborative
conservation and management planning

Thank you!
Thanks so very much to the many people who helped make our summer a success,
and thank you to the wonderful people of Ulithi Atoll and the Yap outer islands who
continue to welcome us and work to achieve such amazing conservation and
management successes.
We continue to fundraise to support our work. We work closely with Bluecology, and
they handle donations to our program. Donations are tax-deductible. Please consider
us in your year-end giving.

Wondering how your money could help?
Any amount of support will help! But if you're wondering how your money might be
used, here are some ideas:
$10 buys a kaptelwa gift for the chief
$20 prints a copy of the storytelling book
$50 buys a snorkel kit for a Ulithian student
$100 buys a ream of underwater paper for the science
teams
$500 pay for a Youth Project scholarship
$1,000 supports isotope research to determine the
impact of ﬁshing on reef trophic structure
$5,000 funds a scientist for a season to support the
Ulithian community in their stewardship efforts
$30,000 supports One People One Reef's work on a
single island for a year
A donation to our general fund gives us the most ﬂexibility in advancing our mission,
but if you wish you may specify that you would like your money to support a speciﬁc
area like the science teams or the youth project.
Please contact us if you would like to discuss funding at a different level to advance
this critical work

Support our work!
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Mailing address: One People One Reef / BLUECOLOGY , 336 Bon Air Center, Suite
155, Greenbrae, CA, 94904, US

